The NES-Infoceuticals´ mode of action
Figures in space – we can read and use them
Dr. Rainer Viehweger, International NES Trainer
The Human Body Field (HBF) is known to be a complex energy and information field. It is created by
the interference patterns of the overlaying oscillations of the electrons and nucleons (protons and
neutrons) of which our body consists. For this reason the energy and information field is completely
massless. Modern physics considers the elementary particles as standing waves in space and time.
Those oscillations appear as particles because they have a very long life span. But this is only true for
the electron and the proton, because they live, so to say, a practically endless time. Neutrons have
shorter life spans, because they change back into a proton every few seconds.
Peter Fraser discovered the following sub-systems of the HBF:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the Big Fields (PL and BFA)
the Energetic Drivers (ED1-16)
the Energetic Integrators (EI1-24, 1-12 are in use as infoceuticals)
the Energetic Terrains (ET0-15)
the Energetic Stars (ES 1-15)
the Brain Holograms (Liberator, BS, CB, CM and CC Holograms)

These sub-systems can be represented as number-codes. Today we know that numbers represent
oscillations, as proven by mathematical research. Oscillations are standing waves in space, creating
and being a figure, a picture, an entity in space. Even those figures in space are created by the
interferences of the oscillations of the electrons, protons and neutrons of our body.
Figures in space – space put into a form – informed space - information
The body organs form an entity in space and time having a certain form. This form has to maintain
stabiity for a life time. For example, the healthy liver of every people is similar, but not identical. For
this reason the Liver Driver ED 11 is the same for and in every person. Although the liver in each man
or woman will differ a little in size and consistency from each other, the underlying pattern that it is a
liver is the same in everybody.
The communication pathways, on which the information and energy travel within the HBF, are also
similar to each other in every person. I never met anybody who did not believe that the Chinese
meridians would not be the same in every adult person, even in different ethnic groups. For this
reason the Energetic Integrators can be used for everybody. The patterns – the figures in space – are
the same. Everybody has a Lung Meridian, a Lung Integrator, of which the pattern is the same.
Nature does this, because it is of energetic benefit (look at Global Scaling).
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Electrons are lightweight, very lightweight. They react on everything, including our thoughts, and
move accordingly. This is the way our thoughts influence the biochemical reactions in which
electrons are involved. Electrons are involved in every biochemical reaction in our body!
If we feel healthy and full of joy in life, we can consider that all the sub-system fields are very well
formed and tuned to each other. This way information and energy can be transported easily and
without bigger loss.
For energy and information exchange to run at an optimum level the spatial figures of the subsystems must be self-similar. For a better understanding: equal triangles always recognise each
other, so do other self-similar figures. It depends only on the form.
In the atoms of the colloidal minerals in our NES Infoceuticals the same self-similar spatial oscillation
patterns are stored as we have them in our body field. During the NES scanning process we ask about
the quality of this self-similarity. If the similarity differs, we get colored bars in our scan results.
To make the NES-Scan and the subsequent taking of infoceuticals offer the maximum energetic
benefit we should take account for several factors:
1. Because the scan shows a snapshot of the body field, the state of the body field should be
displayed which really has meaning for the client. In changing this state, life will then be able
to change. To reach this every person involved in the scanning process must be clear on the
fact that the scan is done by choice. The client has already decided that he/she wants a
change in life and has the will to make it. If done so the body field can give its most honest
answers. To trust the method and the infoceuticals is also very important. Trust arises from
experience, knowledge and love. In such an environment the body field will be able to show
where it wants to be corrected with the help of the infoceuticals. While the infoceuticals
contain the same patterns as used when scanning, the necessity of the application of those
patterns is just determined through the scan.
2. The same attention has to be paid to the trust and love of the NES Practitioner as a therapist.
The more we know how NES and the infoceuticals work, and the more experiences we have,
the easier it is for us to create an atmosphere full of love and trust with the client.
The working and intensity of an infoceutical depends also on how we as clients want to apply the
information provided by NES. We talk about figures in space which could provide an energetic
benefit for us. Our intelligent and wise body field will decide if it likes to follow the way provided by
the infoceuticals by reading the information, or not. In the case of a distortion in the body field which
leads to contentment and relaxation, for instance, by smoking, the infoceutical will only help to come
over this addictive behavior if we really want that. The infoceuticals provide a way to go, they won´t
constrain us to give up smoking. They make it easier to stop. When additionally organs optimise their
functions we will like this ‘side effect’.
If we choose not to stop the addictive behavior, the taking of an infoceutical can easily lead to
reactions like nausea, muscle pain or similar things produced by us, because the symptoms want us
to stop with the infoceutical. This is the power of unconscious conflicts which are addressed by
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taking the infoceuticals. Sometimes these conflicts can produce a kind of resistance. We feel this
resistance as symptoms or as a situation where there is nothing happening – with the same effect: an
impulse to stop the infoceutical program. But when the time is right and the will is there, everything
will work well.
The Infoceuticals provide a figure in space for the body field, which can, under certain circumstances, be beneficial depending on the supporting effect to the body field as a whole. This effect of
an Infoceutical was mentally required just before scanning with the asking for the right figure in
space to reach the goals. The body field will agree. If the use of a figure in space provided by an
Infoceutical is of benefit for the body field it will be able to apply it with permission of the higher self.
At the end of this short article we should mention that the particles of which our body consists are
very intelligent. Energy is their currency. They avoid everything (stress) which would lead to a loss of
energy. This is the most important fact showing us the intelligence and wisdom of our entire body
field and its material manifestation, the physical body.
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